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Instructions :
1.

The question paper is divided in five units. Each unit carries an internal
choice.

2.

Attempt one question from each unit. Thus attempt five questions in all.

3.

All questions carry equal marks.

4.

Assume suitable data wherever necessary.

5.

English version should be deemed to be correct in case of any anomaly in
translation.

6.

Candidate should write his/her Roll Number at the prescribed space on the
question paper.
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I/(Unit I)
1.
10
Write definition of editing. What is the importance of editing in TV Program
production ? Write with example.
/(Or)
2.

Explain different project settings in Adobe Premier Software to create new
project. What setting you will set for editing full HD Video ?
II/(Unit II)
3.

10

Write notes on any two :
(a)

Animation Path

(b)

Transparency layer

(c)

Exporting to web.
/(Or)

4.
Explain with uses Razor tool, Fade to black and Blur filter.
III/(Unit III)
5.
10
What are the differences and similarities of Final cut pro and Adobe Premier
Software ? Explain with diagram final cut pro software.
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/(Or)
6.

Write notes on any two :
(a)

Aditing tools for time line

(b)

Drag and drop editing

(c)

Marketing and Editing.
IV/(Unit IV)

7.
10
How wipe and dissolve are applied bewteen two clips ? How different setting
of wipe are adjusted ? Write settings of any three types of wipe.
/(Or)
8.

Why is audio mixing necessary ? How is audio mixing performed on time line ?
Write with example.
V/(Unit V)
9.
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Write notes on any two :
(a)

Multicam editing

(b)

Finishing and output

(c)

Titles and graphics.
/(Or)

10.
Explain in short any five popular video file format.
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